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Hazra, E. C.—Brhaspati Eayamukuta and his Patron. IHQ.
XVII, pp. 442-455.	"	[805
Euyilagola, Varadaraja—The Place of the Short Story in
Kannada Literature (Kannada text). JKLA. Vol. 26,
Pfc. 1, pp. 22-38.	"	[808
	Kannada Sahitgadalli SannaKatheye Stana (Kannada
text).   KSPP. XXVI, pp. 22-28.	.	[807
The place of the short story in Kannada literature.
Jagirdar, R. V.—The Jaimini Bharata, (Kannada text).
JKLA. Vol. 26, Pfc. 2, pp. 145-150.	[808
Argaes that the primary purpose of Laksmisa was writing a
Vaisnava Parana in Kannada.
Jayamkondar—Kalingathuparani     (Tamil   Text),   pp.   326.
Pub.: A. V. Kannaiya Nayudu, Madras, 1941.	[809
Kalingathuparani with a new commentary written by Kanniah Naidu.
Johnson, E. H.—[Jatasimhanandi's Varaiiga-carifcra] Edited
by A. N. Upadhye, Bombay, 1938. See ABIHL II,
No. 656.	[810
"Contains a hitherto unknown dharmakatha, attributed on fairly
good evidence to Jata-Simhanandi and assigned to the close of the
seventh century A. D. The text rests on two MSS., which, though
old, are defective, and the editor has done his best to produce a
readable version by putting forward a number of conjectural amend-
ments, most of which are acceptable; as they are relagated to the
notes, scholars will have no difficulty in improving on them, if they
can. The work is written in a semi-kavya style, whicbs as the editor
points out, has been far more influenced by Asvaghosa than by the
later poets, thus suggesting, like the sculpture of Amaravati and
Nagarjunakonda, the popularity of the Buddhist poet in Southern
India ". JRAS, 1941, pp. 170-171.
Jois, Hullur Srinivasa,—Kumara Eamana Sangatyagalu
(Kannada text). KSPP. XXVI, pp. 66-68.	[811
Describes Balamiimara Ramana Sangatya by Mahalinga Svami of
Kami, and another by Vagasanpayaya both on the theme of the
Heroism of Kumara Rama of Kaili. It is from the ashes of this
kingdom that the great Vijayanagara Empire arose.
	Kumara Rama,   QJMS. XXXII, Pt. 1, pp. 58-64.   [812
Gives outline of the story of Kumara Rama as given by
Nagasangayya.

